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Abstract

The present work presents a thorough experimental investigation of mechanistic pathways of thermal decomposition of ammonia

borane (AB) and its mixture with KBr. A comparative detection and temperature-dependent in-situ monitoring of the decompo-

sition products was done by use of temperature dependent infrared (IR) spectroscopy of both solid (in transmission through KBr

pellets and ATR mode) and gaseous products, thermogravimetry (TG) and evolved gas analysis mass spectroscopy (EGA-MS).

This enables discrimination of the processes occuring in the bulk from those in the near-surface level. For the first time, a high

influence of the KBr matrix on AB decomposition was found and thoroughly investigated. Although KBr does not change the

chemical and physical identity of AB at ambient conditions, it dramatically affects its thermal decomposition pathway. It is found

that the presence of KBr not only favours the production of diammoniate of diborane in the induction phase, but also enables an

efficient catalysis of AB decomposition by NH+
4 ions, present at the KBr−AB interface, which leads to suppression of emission

of unwanted gaseous side products other than NH3. IR spectroscopy was also used to shed a light on the molecular background

of the frequently observed, but never investigated increase of the mass of decomposition products.

1 Introduction

Ammonia borane (NH3BH3, further in the text denoted as AB) and its derivatives continue to attract widespread attention as a

perspective family of materials for solid-state hydrogen storage,1,2 due to their extremely high both gravimetric and volumetric

hydrogen capacity (19.6 wt.% and 145 gcm3, respectively), a moderate dehydrogenation temperature and stability at ambient

conditions. However, the drawbacks for its use include long induction period for dehydrogenation at 85 ◦C, release of unwanted
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1 INTRODUCTION

side-products and exothermic thermodynamics, leading to stable products that are mainly unable to rehydrogenate. Additionally,

AB and its derivatives follow very complicated dehydrogenation pathways,3–5 which are still not satisfactorily understood.

A crucial prerequisite for all of the above mentioned issues is to elucidate the mechanistic details of thermal decomposition

of AB, as well as structural changes of AB during these processes. In this respect, a special attention is targeted to lower the

dehydrogenation temperature, to supress the release of unwanted side products and to find out an energy-efficient regeneration

process for the spent fuel. Thus, a considerable experimental and theoretical efforts were performed in this respect.1–24 Baumann

et al.6 have followed thermal decomposition of polyaminoboranes (PAB) by combined thermal and spectroscopic measurements.

On the other hand, Frueh et al. used a combination of ex-situ IR spectroscopy and thermogravimetry/differential thermal analysis,

coupled with mass spectroscopy (TG/DTA-MS) to record and assign solid and gas-phase products of thermal dehydrogenation

of AB, as obtained at 120, 210 and 1500 ◦C, respectively.7 Dehydrogenation of AB is extensively investigated by in-situ solid-

state 11B NMR spectroscopy.8–11 Key intermediates of dehydrogenation process are detected by Shaw et al.,11 allowing the

authors to propose a mechanism. Their findings are highly consistent with in-depth high-level theoretical study by Zimmerman

et al.,4,5 published simultaneously, but independently. By investigating the role of NH2BH2 in oligomerisation of the products

of decomposition, authors proposed and explored a number of intermediates and reaction pathways. In a recent publication,

Kobayashi et al. used a combination of 11B and 15N NMR spectroscopy to successfuly resolve the species that appear at

different temperatures between 100 and 200 ◦C.13 Miranda and Ceder considered thermodynamics and vibrational spectra of AB

decomposition by DFT on the basis of a simple model of two mechanistic pathways; the first leads toward linear and another

toward cyclic polymers.12 A comparative analysis of AB dehydrogenation in solution and in gas phase, given more recently by

the Zimmerman’s group, indicates considerably different reaction pathways in considered media.5 Especially important is their

consideration of formation of ionic species diammoniate of diborane (DADB), which is feasible in solution phase, particularly in

polar media. However, it is shown that the final products will be the same, and explainable by rapid oligomerization of NH2BH2

monomers, irrespectively if DADB is formed at the initial stage or not.

Vibrational spectoscopies are frequently used to investigate thermolysis of AB and its derivatives. Among them, IR spec-

troscopy is especially popular due to its simplicity and high availability, together to its richness in information.25–27 Additionally,

IR spectra of various potential products of decomposition of AB, such as cyclic oligoaminoboranes,28–30 polymeric aminobo-

rane,31–33 borazine34 and polyborazylene35 are described. However, routinely used transmission IR spectroscopy should be done

with a due care, in order to avoid misleading results. A more attentive inspection of published spectra reveals a rather widespread

methodological inadvertence and a rather uncritical insight into recorded spectra (Table S1). In some cases, the use of KBr as

a diluting matrix leads to serious misinterpretations of the IR spectra. Strictly speaking, before accepting an IR spectrum, mea-

sured by transmission of IR light through KBr pellet, its validity should be ascertained by other independent methods. Among

all publications which deal with IR spectroscopy of AB, some discussion on matrix-initiated spectral variations is found only in
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those by Taylor and Jash.36,37 Another commonly used technique of recording IR spectra is attenuated total reflection (ATR).

However, one must be aware that the spectra obtained by the two techniques are not necessary equal, since the optical setup of

ATR gives an information on near-surface level of the sample under consideration, depending on the nature of the sample.38,39

Since the published IR spectra are frequently rather incosistent, and since an increase of the sample mass during TG measure-

ments after the initial expected drop is frequently observed, but never satisfactory discussed,7,40 here we address the following

questions: 1. Is there any influence of KBr on thermal decomposition of AB? 2. Are the thermally induced processes the same

in the bulk and on the near-surface layer of AB? 3. What is the composition of the solid and gas-phase products? 4. Are the

crucial intermediates of thermal decomposition of AB detectable by spectroscopic methods? 5. What is the background of the

frequently observed increase of the mass of AB decomposition products? In this respect, we have employed IR spectroscopy as

a central experimental method to study the changes in solid-state and gas phase products due to thermal dehydrogenation of AB.

As a support, TG/DTA and TG/DTA-MS are also employed.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive study of the effect of KBr to decomposition of AB. Additionally,

the combination of transmission with ATR IR spectroscopy allowed us to resolve the changes at the near-surface level with those

in the bulk of the sample. The present results open a route to design and a series of composites with significantly improved

hydrogen storage properties, based on AB and alkali halides,

2 Experimental

Only a general remarks on experimental procedures employed during this study are given here. A detailed description of all

experiments can be found in ESI.

We used the two most common methods of IR spectroscopic measurements of solid samples, namely transmission through

KBr pellet and single-reflection attenuated total reflection (ATR). We used it for both in situ monitoring of thermal decomposition,

as well as to follow the changes in decomposition products over time. These measurements were compared with thermogravime-

try/differential thermal analysis (TG/DTA). In this respect, the same heating rate (2 ◦Cmin−1) was applied for IR and TG/DTA

measurements. The pellets for transmission measurements were prepared by mixing of the sample of AB with KBr.

Hereafter in the text, the samples are denoted as X-y. 1 denotes neat AB, 2 is a KBr pellet of AB for transmission IR

spectroscopy and 3 is 1 : 1 (molar ratio) mixture of AB with KBr. System 3 is used as a model of the mixture of AB with KBr

appropriate for acquisition of ATR IR spectra, since intensities in ATR spectra of 2 are very low making these spectra unusable.

The second part of the symbol, i.e. y indicates the dehydrogenation temperature in ◦C at which the particular product is obtained.
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3 Results

As seen in Fig. 1 (a), powder XRD of system 3 at room temperature can be roughly described as a linear combination of

diffractograms for system 1 and KBr. IR and Raman spectra (Figs. 1(b) and (c)) are identical for neat AB and its mixtures with

KBr, even after prolonged ball milling, which altogether proves that the chemical and physical identity of AB remains intact at

ambient conditions irrespective of conditions in which samples are prepared (see ESI, sections S4 and S5). However, the XRD

lines are slightly broadened and shifted relative to the original positions, which can be explained by a change in crystallite size

and lattice parameters due to the grinding of the mixture.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TG) If only H2 is released from the sample, the mass drop would be 6.5 % per individual

decomposition step. However, it is evident from Fig. 2 that all the samples show a significantly bigger drop of the mass over the

first step.

Table 1 lists the processes detectable by TG/DTA. For 1, TG shows insensitivity of the 1st step of thermolytic process to the

atmosphere, i.e. exactly the same drop of the mass is observed in both air and N2 (Fig. 2). For 3, decomposition in both air and

N2 leads to a single-step mass loss, exactly as expected for release of 2 equivalents of H2, although this obviously does not mean

that only H2 is released.

DTA also shows that for both systems the first decomposition step is not very sensitive to atmosphere. However, the second

step is more pronounced in air with respect of N2. Also, the second decomposition step is reflected by a more pronounced DTA

signal for 1, which is in accordance with TG, but also with variable-temperature IR (Fig. 3).

Infrared spectra (IR) The observed room-temperature IR spectra of all the three considered systems are shown in Fig. 1

(b) and characteristic bands are listed in Table 2. The assignation is argumented in details in ESI, section S3.1. Spectra remain

almost intact bellow 105 ◦C, when first significant changes occur. Above this temperature, changes in IR spectra are dramatic in

all aspects, as described in section S8.1.

In-situ temperature-dependent IR spectra, obtained during the course of this study, are presented in Fig. 3, while Table 3 lists

changes in most representative bands. Temperature-induced changes in positions of IR bands due to the stretching modes are

presented in Fig. S26.

TG-IR The native gas-phase IR spectra are presented in Figs. S34 and S35. They show features due to NH3 at 930 and

966 cm−1 (most intense rotational lines of ν2 mode), ν(BH) at 2530 cm−1 (attributed to borazine due to its high correlation with

corresponding EGA-MS signals) and 1230 cm−1 band. The main trends in intensities of these bands are given in Fig. 4. A

detailed description of IR spectra of gas-phase decomposition products is given in section S8.2.

TG/DTA-MS Mass spectra revealed that a number of species are released during the decomposition process (Fig. 5, Tables

4 and 5). The most intense signals are due to H2, NH3, cyclo-(NH2BH2)2 and cyclo-(NHBH)3 (borazine). Furthermore, these

species are ∼ 20× more abundant in the case of 1 with respect of 3 (Table 5), indicating an interaction of this species with
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KBr, which deters it in solid state. EGA-MS for system 1 shows additional signals of low intensity at m/z = 44 and 59, not

present for 3. They indicate the possible presence of BH(NH2)2 and B(NH2)3, respectively.41 It is evident that release of H2

occurs simulteneously with NH3. Although they are mainly released after melting, a minor amount of these species is released

< 100 ◦C, which coincides with occurence of the cyclo-(NH2BH2)2. It is important to note that the same amounts of H2 and NH3

are released for 1 and 3, while borazine and cyclo-(NH2BH2)2 emissions are largely supressed for 3.

Changes in solid-state decomposition products An increase of the mass of products X-150 and X-200 (X = 1 or 3) by

exposure to air or N2 is observed (Fig. S10). As evident, practically the same curves are observed in all cases. Time-dependent

IR monitoring of the samples X-125, X-150 and X-200 (X = 1, 2, 3, see Figs. S16-S24) indicate development of various species

with respect of the temperature of production, but significant differences are observed in near-surface and bulk processes. The

m/m0 = f (t) changes are well correlated with increase of the ν(NH) and ν(BH) bands at near-surface level of X-125 systems

(Fig. S14). The PIB ν(NH) feature at 3440 cm−1 is observed for all X-150 systems, as well as 2-200. Significantly lower

intensity band for 1-150 indicates a lower temperature of PIB formation when AB is mixed with KBr. This band remains

practically intact during the exposure to air in all cases.

4 Discussion

IR spectra of 1 and 3 are recorded by ATR technique, while 2 by transmission. Dimensions of the AB powder particles, as

measured by optical microscope, are between 200 and 600 µm. Thus, the penetration depth of the incident IR light in ATR

experiment of dp ≤ 2µm allows consideration of these spectra in terms of near-surface processes. This means that IR spectra of

1 and 3 reflect processes in the near-surface level, while those of 2 contain a combined information on both near-surface and the

bulk. However, since the pathlength of the IR radiation through the bulk of the sample is incomparably longer than through the

near-surface level, the information on the bulk is predominant in a transmission experiment.

Since KBr matrix could affect AB, it is crucial to resolve if the observed differences are due to KBr or some other effects. It

is evident that at ambient conditions the chemical and physical identity of AB remains intact, and the samples 2 and 3 are mere

physical mixtures of AB and KBr (Fig. 1 and Table S3). Although there are slight differences between ATR spectrum of 1 and

transmission spectrum of 2, especially in the 1300− 1000cm−1 region, the ATR spectra for 1 and 3 are practically the same.

Thus, the observed differences are due to optical background of the ATR and transmission experiment, respectively.

Some inconsistencies in assignation of IR bands to vibrational modes are found in the literature, especially in the 1400−

1150cm−1 region. The bands at 1380 cm−1 and 1165 cm−1 are, on the basis of extensive vibrational analysis, attributed to out-

of-plane δ (NH3) and δ (BH3) (umbrella) mode, respectively.42–44 On the other hand, in frequently cited paper by Baumann et

al. these bands are tentatively assigned to ν(BN)+δout-of-plane(NH3) combination (1380 cm−1) and τ(BH3) (1165 cm−1).6 The

observed high similarity in temperature-induced behaviour of these bands (Fig. S30) is consistent with assignation of the first
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group of authors, so further in the text we adopt the assignation for AB as proposed by Hess et al.44 IR spectra of the number of

individual species that are expected to be produced during the AB decomposition process can be found in literature. However,

since the decomposition products are complex mixtures of various species in intermolecular interaction, the observed spectra of

the products cannot be considered as a mere linear composition of the spectra of individual species. Additionally, fingerprint

region is highly dependent on various conformational differences of the products of thermal decomposition, such as cis-trans

isomerism, degree of crystallinity, exact stoichiometry, branching, existence and amount of cyclic structural motives etc. All of

this disables a straightforward and accurate assignation of the IR spectra of decomposition products.

Further discussion is divided into three main parts, with respect to the AB decomposition steps. Although this allows a clearer

organization of the text, the reader must be aware that these processes does not occur separately over the temperature coordinate,

so they cannot be strictly considered independently to each other.

Induction phase

Roughly speaking, the induction phase consists of formation of DADB as a key intermediate species that directs the pristine

system towards decomposition, over a number of crucial physical and chemical changes.30

The chemical identity of AB is radically changed during this phase, and this process is significantly faster in the bulk of

AB lumps. For 1, these processes occur simultaneously with emission of cyclo-diaminoborane (CDAB) and µ-aminodiborane

(µADB) or their isomers, showing a significance of formation of initial NH2BH2 in solid state and its immediate reaction with

DADB.4 The amount of these species is very low, but comparable with H2 released in this phase (Fig. 5). In the case of 3, even

a smaller amount of CDAB was observed without a traces of µADB (Table 4). Thus, decomposition of 1 can be satisfactorily

modeled by a combined consideration of formation of both cyclic and linear polymers,12 having in mind that the two mechanistic

pathways are not independent, but mutually entangled since the starting species are equal.4

A complete absence of these species is observed in the case of 3. It seems that in 3, the produced intermediates are consumed

by interaction with KBr, disabling their observation in the gas phase. More importantly, this interaction pushes the further reaction

to an alternate mechanistic pathway. Time-dependent NMR measurements reveal the evolution of cyclic PAB species from DADB

at 95 ◦C.11 In the first stage CDAB is produced, which reacts with AB giving B-(cyclodiborazanyl)amino-borohydride (BCDB)

and finally its isomer cyclotriborazane N3B3H12 (CTB). EGA-MS indicates that the system enters the 1st decomposition step

with a significant amount of cyclic species, that react mutually and with remaining DADB, in accordance with evidences from

ab initio calculations4 and experiments.6,7,11,40

A similar behaviour is observed in the case of ν(BN) mode at 782 cm−1, accompanied by ν(10BN) at 797 cm−1. The band

completely disappears during the induction phase, as evident from Fig. 6(a). This is synchronised with start of H2 release,

which confirms the evidence from kinetic analysis that the activation energy of the dehydrogenation is equal to the strength of
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B→ N dative bond.45 Apparently, DADB is formed under non-isothermal conditions through two mechanisms, the first acting

near the surface, and another in the bulk. The isothermal measurements clearly show that the release of H2 in this temperature

range follows nucleation-and-growth mechanism.30 Temperature dependence of the IR intensity of ρ(NH3), ρ(BH3) and ν(BN)

for systems 1 and 3 show a maximum at 85 ◦C, while the νas(BH) reaches a maximum as low as 75 ◦C, indicating the equal

near-surface process in these two systems. This is further supported by observation of neighbour band at 725 cm−1, assigned to

ρ(BH3) mode (Fig. 6(b)), as well as ρ(NH3) at 1060 cm−1. However, the maximum is less pronounced for system 3, and it

is reached at a slightly lower temperature with respect of 1. Ionic matrix KBr supports formation of DADB, while the relaxed

dihydrogen bonding network, characteristic for expanded lattice of AB, is critically required for formation of DADB. Thus, it is

clear that an interplay between KBr and formation of intermediate phase of AB in 3 takes place. The more pronounced effect of

KBr in 2 is in accordance with this trend, indicating that the apparent mechanistic difference is due to the effect of KBr. The I(t)

curve of ν(BN) band brakes at 85 ◦C, i.e.. The observed significant intensification of the ρ(BH3) band in this temperature region

can be explained by a transition of AB into an expanded lattice,30 resulting in a significant change of molecular dynamics within

the crystal lattice and related weakening of δ+H · · ·Hδ− dihydrogen bonding network. The increased precession of AB molecules

around B−N bond facilitates dimerisation into DADB, which becomes a predominant process above 85 ◦C. After this maximum,

the intensity of the bands steeply drop to zero, indicating the solid-state reorganization accompanied by formation of new species,

that follow to decomposition of the samples. On the other hand, for ρ(NH3) band a relatively regular behavior, i.e. the behavior

similar to the considered bands for all the three systems, is evident. The continuous I(t) curves throughout the induction phase

simply reflect that in mixture 2, where AB is well dispersed in a large excess of KBr (AB : KBr ≈ 1 : 100), DADB formation

starts as low as 50 ◦C, whenever a small quantities of AB suffered an expansion of the cell. Significantly different behavior of

the ρ(BH3) mode of sample 2 indicates that the above discussed processes occur mainly near surface, while BH3 groups suffer

a significant changes in the bulk.

Both νas(NH) and νas(BH) for 2 and 3 continuously drop in intensity following a simple behaviour over the induction phase.

However, for these two systems, a significant deviation from TG curve is evident (Fig. 7). In the low temperature region,

i.e. below 50 ◦C, practically equal behaviour of all the three systems was observed. Slight, but indicative changes of ν(BH)

envelope are well correlated with disappearance of ν(BN) and ρ(BH3) bands. Obviously, intensity of the ν(BH) region does not

significantly decrease during the induction phase, since it terminates prior than any significant breaking of B−H bonds take place.

Qualitatively, the intensity of ν(BH) envelope behaves in all details equal to above described bands. For 2, ν(BH) is slightly

shifted toward the higher wavenumbers with a simultaneous increase of the band width accompanied by a significant broadening

of the ν(NH) region at temperatures above 85 ◦C, which is not observed in the case of 1 and 3. This reflects the formation of

ionic species DADB, accompanied by a significant redistribution of electron density, that consequently causes a strengthening

of hydrogen bonding in the bulk. The [(NH3)2BH2] + ions of neat DADB are arranged differently in solid state with respect to
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[(NH3)2BH2] +Cl – ,46 leading to a significant changes in dihydrogen bonding network. This suggests that [(NH3)2BH2] +Br –

ionic pairs, that are expected to emerge at the interface between AB and KBr phase simultaneously with formation of DADB,

disturb the dihydrogen bonding network and consequently change the molecular dynamics of the system.

The predominant change in baseline absorption of the variable temperature IR spectra of 2 (Fig. S32) is exclusively caused

by the process occuring in the 85−105 ◦C region, centered at 95 ◦C, which preceeds melting. This is attributed to formation of

DADB,46 enforced by its interaction with K + and Br – ions at the AB−KBr interface. Although no clear evidence of DADB

formation can be found in IR spectra,28,47 the rise of baseline absorption occurs simultaneously with appearance of the 3160 cm−1

band in ν(NH) region of both 2 and 3, and a moderate shift of ν(BH) absorption to higher wavenumbers with appearance of

a weak band at 2360 cm−1. Further, a broadening of the 3160 and 1380 cm−1 band can be attributed to enhancement of the

hydrogen bonding by formation of DADB inside AB lumps. The observed spectral changes can be explained by solid-state ionic

reaction of DADB with KBr matrix, further accelerated by melting of AB. For sure, the ionic exchange between DADB and KBr

significantly influences the mechanistic pathway for AB decomposition in 2 and 3, which is reflected in differences observed in

spectra of their further decomposition relative to those of 1.

The 1380 cm−1 and 725 cm−1 features are attributed to out-of-plane δ (NH3) (umbrella) and ρ(BH3) mode, respectively.44

A Gaussian bandshape, as a consequence of inhomogeneous band broadening mechanism, indicates that these vibrations are

affected by inhomogeneities and fluctuations in the microscopic structure of the sample, as a consequence of hydrogen bonding,

which causes different local environment of the absorbing particles. Intensity of these bands significantly drops above 100 ◦C,

with simultaneous rise of new high-temperature broad features at very close positions. Appearance of these new features disables

an accurate fitting of the pristine bands, but it is clear that they disappear due to decomposition of AB.

Melting of 1 starts at 110 ◦C, which is reflected in endothermic DSC and DTA peak that reaches its minimum at 115 ◦C (Figs.

2 and S43). As evident from TG, decomposition starts simultaneously, i.e. melting is accompanied with drop of the mass, which

is explained in the light of enhanced mobility of the reacting species in the liquid phase, which triggers the massive dehydrogena-

tion. System 3 melts at 5 ◦C lower temperature, i.e. at 105 ◦C. However, TG shows a somewhat slower decomposition until AB

is completely melted at 110 ◦C. IR spectra of 1-100 and 3-100 approximatelly correspond to those of the pristine systems (Fig.

S6). On the other hand, 2-100 is significantly changed, especially in the ν(NH) region, which is broadened with simultaneous

rise of the feature centered at 3150 cm−1.

As a summary, during the induction phase of decomposition, AB completely dimerize into DADB, which is indicated in

IR spectra by a complete disappearance of bands due to ρ(BH3) and ρ(NH3) modes. Simultaneous disappearance of ν(BN)

mode indicates a significant change of distribution of electron density and thus the nature of B−N bond. At the final stages of

induction phase it starts to react with NH2BH2, which initiates decomposition, still very inefficient in solid state. Higher mobility

of the species, ensured by transition into the liquid state by melting, further enforces decomposition, and the system enters the
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1st decomposition step.

1st decomposition step

Phase transition of the system to liquid state enables free movement of individual molecules thus enforcing autocatalytic action of

NH2BH2.4 The melting of AB and the formation of initial quantities of intermediate species NH2BH2 is followed by its efficient

polymerisation to a complex mixture of higher oligomers and polymers, both linear and cyclic, under a general name PAB. As a

direct consequence, this step is characterised by an intense release of H2 in a relatively narrow temperature range (see Fig. 5).

EGA-MS clearly shows that, together with H2, NH3 contribute to the mass loss for 3 in the same amount as for 1. However,

1 also releases borazine and a trace of diborane B2H6 (Fig. 5, S21), contained only in a trace quantity for 3. This indicates

a substantial change of mechanistic pathway of AB decomposition by addition of KBr to the system. Due to its highly polar

character, melted AB can partially solve KBr, giving rise to contact ionic pairs that redirect the reaction pathway and supresses

the formation of B2H6, borazine and other side-products.

Different from previously published observations,6,7 solid-state IR spectra obtained in this temperature range does not show

any significance of features that could be attributed to terminal NH2 groups of linear polyaminoborane (PAB). Thus, X-120

samples consist exclusively of single bonded amorphous PAB species, consisting mainly of tetrahedral, single bonded N and B

atoms.6 The individual polymeric products could not be resolved by here employed methods, since linear, branched and cyclic

PAB species have a very similar IR spectra. However, a comparison of X-120 with calculated spectra12 indicates a predominance

of CTB as a product of the 1st step, in agreement with NMR findings.11 Only a few features, i.e. the bands centered at 2284,

1154 and 700 cm−1, can be undoubtedly assigned to linear polymeric PAB species. Their formation is only slightly preferred for

1. DFT calculations indicate a formation of linear BH3NH2BH2NH3 together with CDAB dimers as a key intermediates in the

initial steps of AB decomposition that preferably both lead to formation of CTB.4

Both ν(NH) and ν(BH) regions suffer a significant changes in this phase of AB decomposition (Fig. 3). The complex

ν(NH) region of all the three systems change with development of broad and unresolved envelopes. As expected, their intensity

decrease simultaneously with mass loss observed by TG (Fig. 7). Obviously, a broad ν(NH) feature indicates a reorganization

of initial hydrogen bonding into an extensive heterogeneous intermolecular network in the liquid state. 1-125 and 3-125 show an

additional prominent shoulder at 3280 cm−1, which does not exist in the case of 2-125, indicating a different organization in the

near-surface layer with respect of the bulk. On the other hand, although the changes in ν(BH) envelope for 1 follow the behavior

of ν(NH), the changes in ν(BH) region for 2 are limited exclusively to drop of intensity of νs(BH) and νas(BH) band, while no

significant change of this feature is observed for 3. For all the three systems, a delayed response of the mass loss with respect

of all stretching vibrations is evident (Fig. 7). However, this effect is significantly less expressed for 1 and ν(BN) for 1 and 3

(Fig. 6). Also, a notably very tight correlation of δ (NH3) and TG for 1 is observed. However, mutually rather similar behavior
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is observed for the other two systems (Fig. 7), indicating a substantial changes in underlying processes when AB is mixed with

KBr.

The intensity of the 1605 cm−1 band, attributed to δ (NH3) vibration (Fig. 7, Table S3) drops, disappearing in the same

manner for 2 and 3. Slow intensity drop is observed over the whole 25− 90 ◦C range, when it becomes steeper, and the band

completely disappears at 125 ◦C. For 1 no drop is observed below 105 ◦C, and its decomposition actually ends at temperature as

high as 160 ◦C. Simultaneously with disappearance of this band, the 1560 cm−1 band appears, which is attributed to intermediate

PAB species (Fig. 8). Although the position and behavior of the 1560 cm−1 band corresponds to cycloborazane species,29

our spectra do not allow undoubtful assignation of this band. Thus, this feature might be attributed to species represented by

general formula cyclo− (NH2BH2)n. Obviously, cyclo− (NH2BH2)3 is thermodynamically preferred species, but it is clear that

in present conditions a formation of a mixture composed of numerous species, including linear and branched, is much more

probable.

The corresponding δ (BH3) feature is found at 1160 cm−1. The intensity of this band drops simultaneously with ρ(NBH)

band for all the three systems. In the case of 2 and 3 all the bands remain well resolved, indicating maintenance of ordering even

in liquid state. The ordering of the system 3 is governed by interaction of surface polar molecules with KBr. This interaction

shifts the δ (BH3) band by +10cm−1 above 105 ◦C. For 1, this band becomes completely unresolved by development of a broad

and very intense envelope peaking at 1140 cm−1, which is attributed to products of oxidation near the surface.

For all the three systems the appearance of a broad feature peaking at∼ 1240cm−1 is evident above 105 ◦C. System 2 clearly

shows appearance of an additional band at 1125 cm−1, while for the other two systems we could only assume the existence of this

band, which is supported by the temperature dependence of absorption at this wavenumber. On the basis of observed isosbestic

points in the case of 2 and behavior of these features with respect of the bands of the pristine system, we assign the 1240 cm−1

and 1125 cm−1 to PAB modes δ (BH2) and ρ(NBH), respectively. Fig. 8 shows a more readily formation of this intermediate

species for 1. TG-IR indicate that the species formed at this stage at least partially react with NH3 and then evaporate, which will

be discussed in more details further in the text. This assumption is further supported by monitoring of temporal evolution of solid

products X-125 (Figs. S16-S18), which clearly show a decrease in intensity at 1250 cm−1 simultaneous with a rise of 1390 cm−1

absorption. This is also correlated with increasing features due to NH groups. Altogether, this indicates a partial decomposition

of PAB to a gaseous product by reaction with NH3.

2nd decomposition step

Above 120 ◦C, gaseous products, namely ammonia NH3, monomeric aminoborane NH2BH2 and borazine (NHBH)3 in addition

to hydrogen were recognised by comparison of IR and MS spectra.6,40,48 This implies that under the present experimental

conditions the formation of PAB ends in this temperature region. However, a large difference in intensity of the 1450 cm−1 band
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(i.e. relatively low intensity of this band as observed in the present work) indicates that in the present conditions highly branched

or cyclic PAB species are preferably formed.

Fig. 2 reveals a high influence of the atmosphere on second decomposition step of 1, leading to a significantly greater mass

loss than expected for release of pure H2. EGA-MS reveals the release of NH3, borazine, diaminoborane (NH2BH2)2 and species

at 49 and 67 amu, together with several additional signals. TG shows a considerably lower mass loss when the 1 is heated in

air with respect of N2. However, mass spectroscopy shows that the species are released in the same amount irrespective of the

atmosphere. This indicates a partial compensation of the mass loss in air, probably by adsorption of some air components or

partial oxidation. Comparison of IR spectra of the X-150 systems heated over an prolonged time with in-situ spectra shows that

PIB production is favored in inert N2 atmosphere. The corresponding bands at 3440 cm−1 and 2500 cm−1 rise with heating time

in N2. The process is more efficient in the bulk with respect of the near-surface level. Weighing of the X-150 products in air

shows a continuous increase of the mass over time, ending at m/m0 ≈ 110%)m0. Since a very broad feature around 1350 cm−1

increase over time in air, and since this behavior is clearer expressed near the surface, it is assigned to oxidation of the product.

TG-IR shows evidence of release of NH3 and a species represented by 1230 cm−1 band for both 1 and 3 (Fig. 4). 1 shows an

additional ν(BH) feature, attributed to borazine. For 3 these events occur over the temperature range of the 1st step, while for 1

these species are detected mainly in the 140−170 ◦C region. This indicates that 2nd decomposition step is unresolved from the

1st for 3.

All the three observed TG-IR features for 3 evolve equally in the 105− 119 ◦C region, when 930 and 966 cm−1 reach the

maximum (Fig. 4(b)). 1230 cm−1 feature continues to increase up to 130 ◦C, when it reaches the plateau value, twice as high

as maximal intensity for the other two bands. For 1, 1230 cm−1 band somewhat delays with respect of NH3 and borazine bands

(Fig. 4(a)). After a slight fracture at 156 ◦C, it continues to increase up to 170 ◦C, when it reaches a plateau. This is explained

by a relatively high abundance of the m/z = 81 species in the gaseous products of 1. Significant reaction with ammonia starts

at 146 ◦C when the intensity of 2530 cm−1 band reaches its maximum and begins to drop. This indicates the production of

diaminoborane BH(NH2)2 and possible triaminoborane B(NH2)3 by reaction41

N3B3H6 +3NH3 −−→ 3BH(NH2)2

EGA-MS detects these two species only as very low intensity signals for 1, indicating that they readily enter a further reaction.

The absence of these signals in the EGA-MS, as well as the 2530 cm−1 signal in TG-IR spectra of 3 indicates that all of this

reactivity occurs in solid state, which is allowed by a presence of NH4Br species that originate during induction phase. This

also explains why the discussed IR features occur in a relatively low temperature range. A very intense m/z = 81 signal for 1

and its absence for 3 in the > 140 ◦C region further supports the proposed action of NH3. Finally, the behaviour of 1250 cm−1

band and its correlation with absorption at 1393 cm−1, attributed to BH(NH2)2,49 show that this reaction is significantly more

11
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preffered for 2 with respect of 1. IR monitoring of the temporal evolution of solid products X-150 (Figs. S19-S21) does not

show any evidence of changes in absorption at 1250 cm−1, indicating a termination of the reaction by elimination of the second

equivalent of H2. Altogether, the behaviour of I(t) profile of 1230 cm−1 band of TG-IR spectra indicates an efficient reaction

of NH3 with boron-containing species, produced by decomposition of AB. Volatile NH3 containing species readily react with

solid phase giving polyborazylene. For 3, this transformation is catalyzed by present NH +
4 ions and goes directly from AB, thus

avoiding formation of borazine in significant amounts. In the case of 1, polyborazylene is formed from PAB.

Above 140 ◦C, the main spectral changes include decrease and, at 200 ◦C almost complete disappearance of both ν(NH)

and ν(BH) features, which is consistent with formation of polyiminoborane (PIB) species and finally NBHy (where y ≤ 2).

For 2, only a moderate changes are observed in the whole 120− 200 ◦C region. Qualitatively, both ν(NH) and ν(BH) regions

remain almost unchanged, although they continuously decrease in intensity, and the 3430 cm−1 band appears as a weak feature.

Simultaneously, a broad envelope peaking at 1415 cm−1 continuously rise in intensity. The rest of fingerprint region is intact

(both qualitatively and quantitatively) in the whole temperature region. This indicates formation of stable boranes, that disappear

only after a prolonged heating above 200 ◦C.

On the other hand, spectra of 3 indicate dramatic changes in the 120−140 ◦C region. ν(NH) and ν(BH) regions are broad-

ened, while in the fingerprint region good resolved bands at 1164 cm−1 and 1057 cm−1 merge in a broad envelope. Although it

evidently consists of the features characteristic for both 1 and 2, they are unresolved. Simultaneously, two bands appear, peaking

at 1568 cm−1 and at 1400 cm−1. Above 160 ◦C, the broad unresolved feature in the 1320−940cm−1 region drops with simulta-

neous increase of the feature peaking at 1400 cm−1. As discussed above in the text, this is explained by a partial oxidation of the

products, which results in numerous bands overlapped with features due to developing BN.

Finally, at 200 ◦C the whole fingerprint region of 2 and 3 become qualitatively equal, while that for 1 is rather different.

However, after a similar evolution, ν(BH) region for 1 and 3 ends in a rather broad band peaking at 1980 cm−1 and relatively

good defined one at 2147 cm−1. ν(NH) band evolves similarly for 2 and 3. A comparison of in-situ IR spectra for X-200 products

shows that a majority of the observed features can be explained by processes in the near-surface level. Qualitatively equal ν(NH)

region for 1 and 2 indicates a similar organisation of NH groups in the bulk of 2 with respect of 1. However, 1-200 shows

relatively more intense 3440 cm−1 band with respect of 2-200 and 3-200, indicating a partial suppression of PIB production in

the presence of KBr.

IR monitoring of all the products of prolonged heating indicate that above 200 ◦C the majority of the product is converted into

boron nitride. In-situ variable temperature IR spectra show that PIB still exists near the surface, while the corresponding bands

disappear when the product is exposed to a prolonged heating. In the bulk, no evidence of PIB ν(NH) band is found in in-situ

variable temperature IR spectra, and ν(BH) region is represented by several bands.
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5 Conclusions

KBr does not influence the chemical and physical identity of neat AB by itself. However, it dramatically affects its thermal

decomposition. The three investigated systems undergo rather different decomposition pathways. Although some processes are

affected in solid state, pronounced changes occur by melting of AB and consequent partial solvation of KBr. These processes

lead decomposition of AB−KBr mixtures to a significantly different mechanistic pathway with respect to neat AB. This is

reflected in their different temperature-dependent evolution, as evident from all the employed experimental methods.

The central process of the induction phase of AB decomposition is its dimerisation into DADB accompanied by a significant

redistribution of electron density and thus the nature of B−N bond, which is well reflected in IR spectra. Thermally induced

development of DADB is significantly supported by the presence of the ionic species such as KBr. At this stage, NH2BH2

is produced in minor amounts, which causes a release of minor amounts of H2 even before melting of AB. The produced

short-living NH2BH2 reacts with DADB, resulting in several intermediate species, such as CDAB, µADB and BCDB. They

initiate decomposition, still very slow and inefficient in solid state. These species are not detected in emissions accompanied to

decomposition of 3, which is explained by an efficient ion exchange between KBr and DADB.

The emission of CDAB and µADB, respectively, is practically terminated by melting. A higher mobility of the present

intermediate species, ensured by transition into the liquid state, enforces decomposition by triggering the fast processes in the

melt, which cause polymerisation to PAB family of species accompanied by a massive release of H2, together with side products,

such as ammonia, borazine etc. On the other hand, dehydrogenation, catalysed by the NH+
4 ions, present at the KBr−AB

interface in systems 2 and 3, allows an efficient release of H2 without a substantial emission of side-products other than NH3.

The presence of KBr also causes that 2nd step of dehydrogenation is irresolved from the 1st and it occurs over a significantly

broader temperature region with respect of 1.

The combination of ATR and transmission IR spectra indicates significantly different processes in the near-surface level with

respect of those in the bulk of the considered samples during their thermal decomposition. IR spectra clearly show the changes in

decomposition products when exposed to the air. However, the molecular background of these processes, that could be responsive

for increase of their masses, was not further investigated in the framework of this study.

Summary, all the crucial intermediate species are directly or indirectly detectable by IR spectroscopy. The present findings,

together with theoretical results4,5 outline a direction for further experimental and theoretical research, which could lead to

improved AB-based systems for solid-state hydrogen storage. The influence, similar to that of KBr, is also expected for the

other alkali halides, which opens an opportunity for further optimisation and development of novel, efficient composites based

on highly available materials.
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Table 1 Thermally induced processes as observed by TG/DTA measurements (Fig. 2).

Process 1 3a

air N2 N2
t(◦C) ∆m(%) t(◦C) ∆m(%) t(◦C) ∆m(%)

melting 114 — 114 — 110 —
1st step 107−129 16.55 107−129 16.55 101−133 6
2nd step 133−171 9.9 133−185 25 not observed
adsorption > 171 2.3 not observed 171−222 1

aValues with respect of mass of AB.
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Table 2 Comparison of room-temperature IR spectra of the systems 1 - 3. Relative intensities are denoted by symbols as follows: w = weak, m
= medium, s = strong, v = very.

This study Literature
1 2 3 IR36 Raman44 Assignationa Symmetry
3307 s 3318 s 3309 s 3309 3316 ν(NH) E
3250 m 3252 m 3254 m 3183 3250 ν(NH) A1
3194 w 3198 w,sh 3176 overtone
2345 sh 2384 sh 2376 sh 2375
2317 s 2332 s 2323 s 2316 2328 ν(BH) E
2278 s 2280 m 2285 2279 ν(BH) A1
2217 m 2219 w 2208 m
2117 w 2120 w
1600 m 1607 m 1600 m 1600 1600 δ (NH3) E
1444 vw 1450 overtone
1385 vw
1373 m 1379 s 1375 s 1357 δ (NH3) A1
1155 s 1163 s 1156 s 1175 1155 δ (BH3) A1

b

1056 s 1066 m 1061 s 1026 1065 ρ(NBH) Ec

797 vw 797 vw 800 ν(BN)d A1
782 w 782 w 783 w 787 784 ν(BN)e A1
728 w 727 w 727 w 727 ρ(BH3) E

aAccording to 36,42–44

bAccording to Goubeau and Sawodny, symmetry of this vibration is
E 42,43, while for Taylor it is A1

36. Hess recognises by Raman spec-
troscopy two resolved bands, one at 1189 cm−1 of E symmetry, and an-
other at 1155 cm−1 of A1 symmetry 44.

cAccording to Taylor, symmetry of the band is A1
36.

dHess assigned it to ν(10BN) 44.
eHess assigned it to ν(11BN) 44.

Table 3 Temperature-induced changes in IR spectra.

Band positions (cm−1)
1-125 2-125 3-125 1-140 2-140 3-140 1-160 2-160 3-160 1-200 2-200 3-200

— — — 3437 vw — — 3437 m 3440 w — 3437 m 3437 m 3437 w
3291 w,sh — 3291 m 3292 m — — 3279 m 3270 s — 3239 m 3261 m —

3248 m 3262 s — 3245 m 3262 s 3196 m — — 3176 m — — 3143
2386 m 2355 w,sh — 2386 m 2358 s 2383 w,sh 2419 m 2355 s 2393 m 2470 w 2356 s 2495 w
2284 s 2291 m 2336 m 2292 s 2295 m 2305 m 2335 w 2295 m — — 2296 s —
1560 m 1600 w 1612 w 1557 m 1557 w 1558 m — — — — — —
1386 m 1407 m 1373 s 1410 vs 1415 s 1400 m 1380 vs 1419 s 1415 s 1332 vs 1427 vs 1379 vs
1154 vs 1165 m 1162 s 1150 vs 1163 m 1150 s 1121 vs 1139 vs 1164 m 1096 vs 1172 m 1163 m
860 m — — 900 m — 850 w 900 s 870 w 870 w 896 m 906 w 895 m

— — — 712 m 710 w — 702 vs 710 m 720 w 713 vs 744 m 693 m
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Table 4 Temperature ranges (99 % of the area under fitted Lorentzian curve) (in ◦C) in which the gaseous species are released from 1 and 3.

1st step 2nd step
m/z assignation N2 air N2 air

1 1 3 1 1 3

2 H2 100−132 105−137 95−128 110−186 123−185 128−205
17 NH3 107−123 108−134 86−130 126−190 122−190 130−195
28 B2H6 93−129 104−136 — 117−165 120−192 —
43 NH2(BH2−H−BH2) 93−124 102−127 58−130 — — 145−180
58 cyclo-(NH2BH2)2 91−124 94−121 — 132−194 135−182 —
80 cyclo-(NHBH)3

a 110−124 114−132 102−125 123−185 127−187 130−195

aThe observed signals in the m/z = 62−64amu and 50−55amu range, respectively, are due to borazine fragments. 50

Table 5 Ratio of the released gaseous species from sample 1 in N2 with respect of the air atmosphere at 115 and 150 ◦C.

EGA-MS intensity (I/10−9)a

m/z 1st step 2nd step I(1st)/I(2nd)
air N2 air N2 air

3 1 1 x(1) b 3 1 1 x(1) 1 3

2 171.8±5.9 108.5±3.1 118.1±2.9 1.08 242.3±5.4 180.9±10.8 151.8±9.0 0.84 0.60 0.71
17 24.2±0.6 20.6±1.0 13.1±0.3 1.57 8.9±1.2 31.7±2.8 15.9±1.0 2.0 0.82 2.72
28 — 1.1±0.1 3.7±0.2 0.30 — 1.1±0.2 7.2±0.4 0.15 0.51 —
43 0.7±0.1 0.7±0.04 0.7±0.05 1.00 0.07±0.03 — — — — 10.0
58 — 0.1±0.01 0.1±0.01 1.00 — 0.1±0.01 0.1±0.01 1.00 1.00 —
80 0.2±0.01 0.6±0.1 0.8±0.06 0.75 0.1±0.03 8.7±0.2 6.1±0.1 1.43 0.13 2.00

aArea under the fitted Lorentzian bandshape function.
bFor 1, I(N2)/I(air)
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Figure 1 Comparison of the investigated systems at room temperature: (a) powder XRD pattern of system 3, as compared with KBr51 and
AB,46 respectively; (b) IR spectra of the three investigated systems; (c) Raman spectra of 1 and 3.
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Figure 2 Comparison of TG/DTA for the system 1 (blue line) and 3, respectively. Mass loss in the TG of 3 is calculated with respect of initial
mass of AB in the mixture.
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Figure 3 Comparison of variable-temperature IR spectra with TG/DTA. TG/DTA of 3 are used for comparison with IR spectra of 2.
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Figure 4 Temperature-induced evolution of the gas-phase species as observed by TG-IR at heating rate 2 ◦Cmin−1, as compared with
EGA-MS signal at m/z = 81 of (a) 1 and (b) 3. Values are obtained by fitting the profiles to Lorentzian functions for 930, 966 and 2530 cm−1

and to Gaussian function for 1230 cm−1 feature.
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Figure 5 EGA-MS profiles of the main gaseous species released during the decomposition of 1 (blue line) and 3 (red line for 2 ◦Cmin−1 and
black for 5 ◦Cmin−1, respectively). Ionic current is normalised. For H2, NH3 and CDAB temperature values are obtained by fitting the
profiles to Lorentzian functions, while for borazine Gaussian function was used. Intensity values are listed in Table S6.
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Figure 6 Temperature-induced behaviour of the normalised IR intensity I(t) of ρ(NH3) band at 1060 cm−1 (solid lines) as compared with (a)
ν(BN) at 782 cm−1 and (b) ρ(BH3) at 725 cm−1 and appearence of the feature at 700 cm−1 (open circles in grey part of the plot). Intensities
are obtained by fitting of the 800−700cm−1 region to Lorentzian functions. Normalisation of I(t) curves was done by dividing all values
with the value of the starting points of 782 and 725 cm−1 band, respectively. The values of final points are in both cases very small and they
were set to 0 by subtraction. Normalisation of the 700 cm−1 band was done in opposite way since intensity of this band increases with
temperature. Error bars represent ±1σ of the fit.
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Figure 7 Behaviour of the νs(NH), νas(NH) and δ (NH3) IR spectral features as compared with TG curves for corresponding systems. The
values are for IR intensities are obtained by fitting the spectral envelopes to Lorentzian functions, and normalised with respect to maxima of
the individual curves.
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Figure 8 Behaviour of the IR spectral bands due to the PAB species.
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